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Abstract

This report documents the program and the outcomes of the Dagstuhl Seminar 23202 “Regular Transformations”. The goal of this seminar was to advance on a list of topics about transducers that have gathered much interest recently, and to explore new connections between the theory of regular transformations and its applications in linguistics.
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Transducers, i.e. automata with outputs, are one of the oldest computational models in theoretical computer science. They even predate the usual boolean automata, going back to Church, Shannon, Moore, and Mealy. In spite of being considered too complex1, transducers remained an active research topic ever since. Also connections to practical applications in efficient processing of streaming data have been established recently. The purpose of this Dagstuhl Seminar was to gather researchers to discuss recent developments on transducers and their applications.

The goal was twofold, to advance on a list of topics about transducers that have gathered much interest recently, and to explore new connections with researchers from linguistics. We enjoyed very interesting talks about:

- polyregular functions over trees and growth of regular functions
- data transducer synthesis and transducers over data words
- decomposition of finite-valued streaming string transducers

* Editor/Organizer
† Editorial Assistant/Collector
1 Rabin and Scott argued in their 1959 paper that they are better off by “doing away with a complicated output function and having our machines simply give ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answers.”
The scientific programme was quite dense, given that we had only 3 days and almost all participants proposed to give a talk. Exchanges were very lively, and we are confident that new research directions and new collaborations emerged from this seminar.
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3 Overview of Talks

3.1 Notions of Symmetry in Transducers and Games

Shaull Almagor (Technion – Haifa, IL)

We consider various notions of “symmetry” for transducers and for games. The main focus is on process symmetry, whereby several processes interact, but may be unaware of the identification given to them by the system. They therefore must act interchangeably, in order to satisfy some specifications.

We examine definitions of process-symmetry, and the algorithms and decision problems pertaining to them. Specifically, we define symmetry in probabilistic transducers, symmetry-by-rounds for deterministic transducers, and symmetry in games.

3.2 Regular languages of series-parallel graphs

Rajeev Alur (University of Pennsylvania – Philadelphia, US)

Motivated by distributed data processing applications, we introduce a class of labeled directed acyclic graphs constructed using sequential and parallel composition operations, and study automata and logics over them. We show that deterministic and non-deterministic acceptors over such graphs have the same expressive power, which can be equivalently characterized by Monadic Second-Order logic and the graded mu-calculus. We establish closure under composition operations and decision procedures for membership, emptiness, and inclusion. A key feature of our graphs, called “synchronized series-parallel graphs” (SSPG), is that parallel composition introduces a synchronization edge from the newly introduced source vertex to the sink. The transfer of information enabled by such edges is crucial to the determinization construction, which would not be possible for the traditional definition of series-parallel graphs.

SSPGs allow both ordered ranked parallelism and unordered unranked parallelism. The latter feature means that in the corresponding automata, the transition function needs to account for an arbitrary number of predecessors by counting each type of state only up to a specified constant, thus leading to a notion of “counting complexity” that is distinct from the classical notion of state complexity. The determinization construction translates a nondeterministic automaton with \( n \) states and \( k \) counting complexity to a deterministic automaton with \( 2^n \) states and \( kn \) counting complexity, and both these bounds are shown to be tight. Furthermore, for nondeterministic automata a bound of 2 on counting complexity suffices without loss of expressiveness.
3.3 Polyregular functions on unordered trees of bounded height

Mikołaj Bojańczyk (University of Warsaw, PL)

We consider first-order interpretations that input and output trees of bounded height. The corresponding functions have polynomial output size, since a first-order interpretation can use a -tuple of input nodes to represent a single output node. We prove that the equivalence problem for such functions is decidable, i.e. given two such interpretations, one can decide whether for every input tree, the two output trees are isomorphic. This result is incomparable to the open problem about deciding equivalence for polyregular string-to-string functions. We also give a calculus, based on prime functions and combinators, which derives all first-order interpretations for unordered trees of bounded height. The calculus is based on a type system, where the type constructors are products, co-products and multisets. Thanks to the results about tree-to-tree interpretations, the equivalence problem is decidable for this calculus. As an application of our results, we show that the equivalence problem is decidable for first-order interpretations between classes of graphs that have bounded tree depth. In all cases studied in this paper, first-order logic and MSO have the same expressive power, and hence all results apply also to MSO interpretations.

3.4 From Finite-Valued Nondeterministic Transducers to Deterministic Two-Tape Automata

Elisabet Burjons (York University – Toronto, CA)

Every nondeterministic finite transducer defines a binary relation associating each input word with all output words that the transducer can successfully produce on the given input. Finite-valued transducers are those for which there is a finite upper bound on the number of output words that the relation associates with every input word. We characterize finite-valued, functional, and unambiguous nondeterministic transducers whose relations can be verified by a deterministic two-tape automaton and show how to construct such an automaton if one exists. The necessary and sufficient property for a finite-valued transduction to be verifiable by a deterministic two-tape transducer is called bounded trailing, which is a more refined condition than bounded variation. We prove the undecidability of the criterion, i.e., it is undecidable to know whether a transduction has bounded trailing or not.
3.5 A Circuit Complexity Approach to Transductions

Michaël Cadilhac (DePaul University – Chicago, US)
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Low circuit complexity classes and regular languages exhibit very tight interactions that shade light on their respective expressiveness. We propose to study these interactions at a functional level, by investigating the deterministic rational transductions computable by constant-depth, polysize circuits. To this end, a circuit framework of independent interest that allows variable output length is introduced. Relying on it, there is a general characterization of the set of transductions realizable by circuits. It is then decidable whether a transduction is definable in AC$^0$ and, assuming a well-established conjecture, the same for ACC$^0$.

3.6 Determinization of transducers over real numbers

Olivier Carton (Université Paris Cité, FR)
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We consider one-way transducers that realize real number functions. We show that if the real function is continuous, the transducer can be made input-deterministic up to a change of the digit set used in the output. This is very similar to Avižienis numeration system used to perform sequences of additions.

3.7 Recurrent Neural Network LMs as weighted formal language recognizers

Ryan Cotterell (ETH Zürich, CH)
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Studying language models (LMs) in terms of well-understood formalisms allows us to precisely characterize their abilities and limitations. Previous work has investigated the expressive power of recurrent neural network (RNN) LMs in terms of their capacity to recognize unweighted formal languages. However, LMs do not describe unweighted formal languages—rather, they define probability distributions over strings. In this work, we study what classes of such probability distributions RNN LMs can represent, which allows us to make more direct statements about their capabilities. We show that simple RNNs are equivalent to a subclass of probabilistic finite-state automata, and can thus model a strict subset of probability distributions expressible by finite-state models. Furthermore, we study the space complexity of representing finite-state LMs with RNNs. We show that, to represent an
arbitrary deterministic finite-state LM with \( N \) states over an alphabet \( \Sigma \), an RNN requires \( \Omega (N|\Sigma|) \) neurons. These results present a first step towards characterizing the classes of distributions RNN LMs can represent and thus help us understand their capabilities and limitations.

3.8 From Regular Transducer Expressions to Reversible Transducers

Luc Dartois (University Paris-Est – Créteil, FR)

The class of regular transformation enjoy several equivalent characterizations (MSO Transductions, Deterministic two-way transducers, Streaming String Transducers). Regular Transducer Expressions (RTE) can be seen as a lift of Rational Expressions to string functions. They offer a combinator system to describe regular transformations. In this talk, we present a way to construct, given an RTE, an equivalent operational machine, in our case a reversible, i.e. deterministic and co-deterministic, two-way transducer. The procedure is doubly exponential for the class of regular functions, and simply exponential for the rational functions.

3.9 A Generic Solution to Register-bounded Synthesis for Systems over Data Words

Léo Exibard (Gustave Eiffel University – Marne-la-Vallée, FR)

In this talk, we consider synthesis of reactive systems interacting with environments using an infinite data domain. A popular formalism for specifying and modelling those systems is register automata and transducers. They extend finite-state automata by adding registers to store data values and to compare the incoming data values against stored ones. Synthesis from nondeterministic or universal register automata is undecidable in general. However, its register-bounded variant, where additionally a bound on the number of registers in a sought transducer is given, is known to be decidable for universal register automata which can compare data for equality, i.e., for data domain \((\mathbb{N}, =)\).

After briefly reviewing this result, we extend it to the domain \((\mathbb{N}, <)\) of natural numbers with linear order. Our solution is generic: we define a sufficient condition on data domains (regular approximability) for decidability of register-bounded synthesis. It allows one to use simple language-theoretic arguments and avoid technical game-theoretic reasoning. Further, by defining a generic notion of reducibility between data domains, we show the decidability of synthesis in the domain \((\mathbb{N}^d, <^d)\) of tuples of numbers equipped with the component-wise partial order and in the domain \((\Sigma^*, <)\) of finite strings with the prefix relation.
3.10 Regular functions of infinite words

Emmanuel Filiot (UL – Brussels, BE)

Regular functions of infinite words are (partial) functions realized by deterministic two-way transducers with infinite look-ahead. Equivalently, Alur et al. have shown that they correspond to functions realized by deterministic Muller streaming string transducers, and to functions defined by MSO-transductions [1]. Regular functions are however not computable in general (for a classical extension of Turing computability to infinite inputs), and we consider in this talk the class of deterministic regular functions of infinite words, realized by deterministic two-way transducers without look-ahead. We prove in [2] that it is a well-behaved class of functions: they are computable, closed under composition, characterized by the guarded fragment of MSO-transductions, by deterministic Büchi streaming string transducers, by deterministic two-way transducers with finite look-ahead, and by finite compositions of sequential functions and one fixed basic function called map-copy-reverse.

References

3.11 Macro Tree Transducers with semantic constraints

Paul Gallot (Universität Bremen, DE)

Macro Tree Transducers (MTT) are a very expressive model of tree transducers, but its restriction to tree-to-tree functions of Linear Size Increase (LSI) has been shown to be as expressive as MSO tree transductions. In this talk we study variations of this LSI semantic constraint, namely Linear Height Increase (LHI) and Linear input Size to output Height Increase (LSHI), and provide a new normal form for MTTs called Depth-normal form. This new normal form allows an elegant characterization of the LHI and LSHI constraints, which in turn gives an algorithm for deciding if a MTT respects these constraints.
3.12 Solving String Constraints with References using Streaming String Transducers

Matthew Hague (Royal Holloway, University of London, GB)

String constraints arise naturally when analysing string-manipulating programs. For example, during symbolic execution, determining whether an identified program path is feasible means checking if a set of constraints (from program branches, assignments, and loop conditions) has some satisfying assignment. That, there is some input that will lead to the given path being executed. This then requires constraint satisfaction tools to be able to handle complex string operations, as well as basics such as concatenation and containment in a regular language.

One such operation is the “replaceall” operation, where a matched pattern is replaced in one string to obtain another. The replacement may itself use “references” to the matched text. For example, an author list in the format “first-name last-name” may be converted to “last-name first-name”.

Streaming String transducers provide an elegant model for such string operations. Moreover, they have an important property that the pre-image of a regular language under a replaceall remains regular. Since we additionally need to ensure that matches are “left-most longest”, we introduce “prioritised streaming string transducers” along the lines of Berglund and van der Merwe. Using these techniques, we extend the string constraint solver OSTRICH to support this replaceall operation.

In this talk, we discuss the application of streaming string transducers in constraint satisfaction, and briefly summarise some theoretical and experimental results.

3.13 Regular Transformations in Linguistics

Jeffrey Heinz (Stony Brook University, US)

Recent work in theoretical computational linguistics highlights the importance of regular transformations over strings and trees in characterizing linguistic generalizations. This talk reviews some of the main results of this research program. Regular transformations provide an upper bound on morpho-phonological processes in natural languages. Particular subclasses appear to be sufficient, and these subclasses are generally (much) less than FO(\textless{}). Additionally, these subclasses are learnable with relatively low time and data complexity in ways the full class of regular transformations is not.
3.14 The Decomposition Theorem for streaming string transducers

Ismaël Jecker (University of Warsaw, PL)

The recently introduced notion of delay for streaming string transducers (SST) has various applications, one of which is demonstrated through the Decomposition Theorem: This theorem states that every \( k \)-valued SST (where each input is mapped to at most \( k \) outputs) can be decomposed into a finite union of \( k \) single-valued SST. While similar results have been established in other settings such as finite state transducers, tree transducers and weighted automata, the specific case of SST remained open up to this day. We present a solution that relies on the notion of delay to extract, one after the other, \( k \) single-valued SST from a given \( k \)-valued SST, thus creating the desired decomposition. The Decomposition Theorem holds significant interest due to its implications: it reveals that \( k \)-valued SST recognise a robust class of functions, for instance equivalent to those recognised by finite-valued transducers. Moreover, it shows that this class enjoys good algorithmic properties. For instance, equivalence between finite-valued SST can be decided efficiently.

3.15 Towards regular functions with exponential growth

Nathan Lhote (Aix-Marseille University, FR)

We present a class of transductions with exponential growth based on logical interpretations, but with monadic second-order parameters instead of first-order ones. We study some of the closure properties of this class as well as potential alternative characterizations.

3.16 On finite-valuedness of streaming string transducers

Anca Muscholl (University of Bordeaux, FR)

While one-valued streaming string transducers define a very robust class of transductions, finite-valued ones still enjoy some good properties. Recent results (see talk by Ismaël Jecker) show that they are equivalent to finite-valued two-way transducers. Moreover, jointly with G. Puppis, we have shown their equivalence problem to be decidable (ICALP 2019).

In this talk I presented a conjecture towards deciding whether a streaming string transducer is finitely valued. The characterisation conjectured reminds of the one for one-way transducers obtained by A. Weber, and exploits ideas about state invariants involved in the equivalence decision procedure for finitely-valued streaming string transducers.
3.17 Higher-order phenomena in transducer theory

Lê Thành Dũng Nguyên (ENS – Lyon, FR)

This talk was about the connections between transducer theory and functional programming. An important role is played by type systems inspired from linear logic – linearity in programming language theory provides counterparts to various “copyless” or “single-use” restrictions on automata.

1. In our “implicit automata in typed $\lambda$-calculi” research programme [1, 2], Cécilia Pradic and I show that natural questions concerning the expressive power of theoretical functional programming languages turn out to have automata-theoretic answers. In particular, the study of a linear $\lambda$-calculus led us to discover a robust subclass of polyregular functions [3].

2. Meanwhile, machine models manipulating higher-order data (functions as first-class values, that may themselves take functions as arguments), taking inspiration from the higher-order grammars of the 1970s, arise from the study of composition hierarchies of transducers [4]. In this context, transducers whose memory stores linear $\lambda$-terms have been used to characterize MSO transductions of trees [5] – which is very close to one of the results of [2].

An example of phenomenon (2) is the composition of streaming string transducers (SSTs, the topic of many other talks): their registers store concatenable strings, which should be seen as order-1 functions on appendable strings, so composing $n$ SSTs results in a machine using order-$n$ registers.

With this point of view, the natural counterpart of SSTs on trees is a bottom-up transducer whose registers store tree contexts, as noted in [6, 7]. But in fact, this model is none other than the much older macro tree transducer (MTT) [8]! A recursive equation such as $q_1(a(t, u)) = b(q_2(u), q_3(t))$, read as a top-down propagation of states in the old-style presentation of MTTs (= becomes $\rightarrow$), can also be understood as a bottom-up computation of registers (= becomes $\Rightarrow$). This remark was the subject of its own lightning talk.
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3.18 Learning (sub)regular transformations

Jon Rawski (San José State University, US)
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This talk highlights foundational and recent results on learning regular transformations. Restrictions on the class of grammars, combined with various ingredients in a learning paradigm, show positive results. The talk overviews positive learning results on subsequential string functions, as well as the subclass of input and output strictly local string functions. On the empirical side, using classes of regular string transformations allows us to study the inference capabilities of black box modes such as neural networks. The talk showcases several negative results in this area.

3.19 A transducer model for streaming enumeration problems

Cristian Riveros (PUC – Santiago de Chile, CL)
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In this talk, we present Annotated automata (AnnA), a non-deterministic transducer model that outputs a subsequence of increasing positions annotated from a finite alphabet. We show that this model is suitable for encoding computational models for complex event recognition (CER) and information extraction. We show that AnnA allows for streaming enumeration algorithms, which implies the evaluation problems in the previously mentioned settings. Further, one can extend the annotation approach to visibly pushdown automata, context-free grammars, or compressed words, with similar efficient algorithmic results. Finally, we present some implementations of AnnA and the algorithms in the context of CER and information extraction.
References

3.20 Definability Results for Tree Transducers

*Sebastian Maneth*

We give a summary of three definability results that were established recently. First, we discuss how to decide whether a given bottom-up tree translation can be realised by a top-down tree transducer. This is somewhat similar to deciding whether a left-to-right finite state string transducer can be realised by a right-to-left one (simply by checking the “twinning” property), but turns out to be far more complex in our tree case. This result was presented with Helmut Seidl at ICALP’2020. In fact, we cannot yet prove this result in its entirety, but we can decide whether for a given “uniform-copying” top-down tree transducer with look-ahead an equivalent transducer exists that has no look-ahead (but is uniform copying). It is well-known that every bottom-up tree transducer can be realised by a top-down tree transducer with look-ahead. Next, we show that for a given top-down tree transducer with look-ahead it is decidable whether or not an equivalent linear top-down transducer (without look-ahead) exists. This result will appear in IJFCS with Helmut Seidl and Martin Vu. Lastly, we present preliminary results concerning the conjecture (of Joost Engelfriet), that a macro tree translation can be realised by an attributed transducer (with look-around) if and only if the translation has linear increase of the number of distinct output subtrees with respect to the input tree size.
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3.21 When is a Bottom-up Deterministic Tree Transducer Top-down Deterministic?

Helmut Seidl (TU München – Garching, DE)

We consider two natural subclasses of deterministic top-down tree-to-tree transducers, namely, linear and uniform-copying transducers. For both classes we show that it is decidable whether the translation of a transducer with look-ahead can be realized by a transducer from the same class without look-ahead.

The transducers constructed in this way, may still make use of inspection, i.e., have an additional top-down deterministic tree automaton restricting the domain. We provide a second procedure which decides whether inspection can be removed and if so, constructs an equivalent transducer without inspection.

The construction relies on a precise abstract interpretation of inspection requirements and a dedicated earliest-normal form for linear as well as uniform-copying transducers which can be constructed in polynomial time. As a consequence, equivalence of these transducers can be decided in polynomial time.

Applying these results to deterministic bottom-up transducers, we obtain that it is decidable whether or not their translations can be realized by deterministic uniform-copying top-down transducers without look-ahead (but with inspection) - or without both look-ahead and inspection.

3.22 An Algebraic Theory for Single-use Transducers Over Data Words

Rafal Stefanski (University College London, GB)

In a recent paper (ICALP, 2020) Bojańczyk and I have shown that single-use register automata are equivalent to orbit-finite monoids. In this talk I am going to extend this result to transducers. For this purpose, I introduce a new algebraic model called local semigroups transductions, and I show that it is equivalent to single-use register Mealy machines.
3.23 How to decide Functionality of Compositions of Top-Down Tree Transducers

Martin Vu (Universität Bremen, DE)

Given a nondeterministic tree transducer, it is a natural question to ask whether or not it is functional. i.e., whether its induced tree transformation is a (partial) function? Ésik has shown that this problem is decidable even in the presence of look-ahead. We extend this result by showing that even for compositions of tree transducers the question of functionality is decidable. We prove this result by reducing the problem to the functionality of a single top-down tree transducer with look-ahead.

3.24 A Regular and Complete Notion of Delay for Streaming String Transducers

Sarah Winter (UL – Brussels, BE)

The notion of delay between finite transducers is a core element of numerous fundamental results of transducer theory. In this talk we present a new notion of delay tailored to measure the similarity between streaming string transducers (SSTs). We show that our notion is regular: we design a finite automaton that can check whether the delay between any two SSTs executions is smaller than some given bound. Moreover, we show that our notion has good completeness properties: we prove that two SSTs are equivalent if and only if they are equivalent up to some (computable) bounded delay. Together with the regularity of our delay notion, it provides an alternative proof that SST equivalence is decidable. Finally, the definition of our delay notion is machine-independent, as it only depends on the origin semantics of SSTs. As a corollary, the completeness result also holds for equivalent machine models such as deterministic two-way transducers, or MSO transducers.
A recent result by Bojańczyk and me (ICALP 2020) shows that deterministic one-way single-use register automata (over data words) are equivalent to deterministic two-way single-use register automata. On the other hand, it is known that nondeterministic one-way register automata are stronger than their deterministic version. In this open question, we ask if unambiguously nondeterministic one-way single-use register automata are equivalent to the deterministic one-way single-use register automata.
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